EAGLE
EYE
Color Night Vision Camera
Eagle Eye cameras makes it possible to view and record in colors during
night – even in the near total darkness of scenes invisible to the human
eye.
The new Eagle Eye CAN-2000 MKII is a unique two-in-one camera, which
can also be used as an IR-camera. One unit covers all conditions – night
and day, in all lighting conditions, in color or IR, in video and still images.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Full color night vision opens up a new world of creative and documentary
possibilities to the advanced photographers.
The Eagle Eye CAN-2000 MKII camera can operate in color mode when
there is even an invisible level of ambient light.
In the IR mode it can operate in a no light environment using IR illumination.
COLOR NIGHT VISION & IR
Covers all surveillance applications: night and day, in all lighting conditions,
in color or IR, in video and still images, short distance or kilometres away.
DUAL FUNCTION
Captures video and still images with simple two button operation.
AUTOMATIC
Easy to operate with most settings done automatically. Video recording
can be handled by persons without photographic background.
EASY IDENTIFICATION
High resolution in clear colors gives outstanding target recognition and
identification capability.
NIGHT AND DAY
Records equally well during day and night.
FULL METAL JACKET
Build for operation in tough environments. Housing made of
CNC-machined aluminum block. Weather proof.
PLEASANT FOR THE EYE
High resolution image (HD) with natural colors makes it pleasant for the
eye also after long time use.
BROADCAST QUALITY

USE AS EVIDENCE

High quality output in HD-SDI / HDMI / Composite Video format

Movies and images can be used as evidence of crime scenes, as tamper-proof SD cards can be used (Write Once Read Many SD memory cards).

FAST FRAME RATE
Captures action scenes with a fast frame rate of 60 frames per
second at night.
OPTIONAL RECORDING

HANDHELD OPERATION
Compact, light weight and excellent portability. Designed for handheld
shooting.

By connecting image recorder or a PC, it is possible to record
videos in HD quality.
POWER SAVING
Advanced non-cooling type technology consumes minimum
level of power.

CAN-2000 MKII

FALCON EYE

PTZ TYPE

Please visit www.canovateballistic.com for detailed information.

